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Databases & Big Data – the Case of Digitised Heritage





The humanities have to recognize that the digital 
has profoundly impacted how we engage in the 
practices of the humanities. After the digital, the 
humanities can no longer be practiced as though 
the digital revolution never transpired. […] In the 
wake of the digital, how we read and write have 
altered, our practices of searching and archive 
formation, our ways of relating, of critical 
commentary, our temporalities and modes of 
relation, the contrast between the “real” and the 
“virtual” have all been profoundly affected.



Within my own research situated in 
the intersection between media 
studies, heritage studies and the 
digital humanities – ”the digital” thus 
simply cannot be avoided.  

It forms the basis of my own object of 
study – both contemporary and 
historically – since it departs from 
digitisation activities within the 
heritage sector. 



… from documents to data – towards an 
analyses of massive cultural data sets …



H u m a n i t i e s – 
research around the 
particular.



Digital humanities – 
humanist ic research 
around the general.



… away from the humanities 
canon – towards way broader 
and varied objects of studies … 



> pattern recognition 



> distant reading
> pattern recognition 



> pattern recognition 

> topic modeling
> distant reading



> topic modeling
> distant reading

> cultural analytics

> pattern recognition 



Distant reading



”… if you want to look beyond the 
canon … close reading will not do it. It’s 
not designed to do it, it’s designed to 
do the opposite. … Distant reading: 
where distance, let me repeat it, is a 
condition of knowledge: it allows you to 
focus on units that are much smaller or 
much larger than the text: devices, 
themes, t ropes—or genres and 
systems. And if, between the very small 
and the very large, the text itself 
disappears, well, it is one of those cases 
when one can justifiably say, Less is 
more. If we want to understand the 
system in its entirety, we must accept 
losing something.” 

Distant reading
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digitization



digitization
… focus on production rather than usage …



… from documents to data …



from documents to data – a shift that 
concerns the very foundation and status 
of the library and/or the archive …



As long as the library/archive was 
considered distinct from historical 
practices – that is, a repository of a 
static set of documents against 
which history refined itself – digital 
resources were foremost a way or 
an instrument that provided access.  



However, if one recognizes that in 
transforming the library/archive and 
rendering it processable – it 
becomes something different. 
Documents and resources then 
become constitutive parts of the 
digital repository and subject to 
analysis in their own right.  

James Mussell, ‘Doing and Making: History as Digital Practice’, 
History in the Digital Age (London: Routledge, 2013)  



Digital documents and resources are, 
thus, also (and always) tools. On the 
one hand these documents are to be 
understood as constitutive parts of the 
framework through which historical 
objects are (still) primary sources, yet 
on the other – as data – digital 
technologies and methods by nature 
become part of the library/archive and 
historical studies more broadly.
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digitisation = media transfer



Bilder från Nyköping (Svenska Bio, 1909) – 45 sekunder







data





extracting inherent informaation





analysis of patterns





Technical digitisation



Technical digitisation



Heritage as data

First, digitisation of ”documents” at heritage institutions has rapidly 
turned the heritage sector into institutions dealing with Big Data – 
an interesting but not unproblematic transition. 

Secondly, digitisation activities are often situated at the intersection 
between preservation and access – where the former is still not 
secured. Long-term digital preservation is a hard nut to crack.  

Thirdly, fascilitating access is in 2015 not enough anymore – 
scholars also want to work with the digitised material in novel and 
DH-inspired ways.



1.



Heritage as data



At first glance data are apparently before the 
fact: they are the starting point for what we 
k n o w , w h o w e a r e , a n d h o w w e 
communicate.This shared sense of starting with 
data often leads to an unnoticed assumption 
that data are trans- parent, that information is 
self-evident, the fundamental stuff of truth 
itself. If we’re not careful, in other words, our 
zeal for more and more data can become a faith 
in their neutrality and autonomy, their 
objectivity.  



Data are familiarly “collected,” “entered,” 
“compiled,” “stored,” “processed,” “mined,” 
and “interpreted.” Less obvious are the ways in 
which the final term in this sequence— 
interpretation—haunts its predecessors. At a 
certain level the collection and management of 
data may be said to presuppose interpretation. 
“Data [do] not just exist,” Lev Manovich 
explains, they have to be “generated.” Data 
need to be imagined as data to exist and 
function as such, and the imagination of data 
entails an interpretive base.  





2.



Preservation & Access

As stated, digitisation activities are often situated at the intersection 
between preservation and access.  

Yet it is central to bear in mind that ”the digital” is at the same time 
ephemaral, volatile and dynamic – and extremely robust. This is an 
archival paradox that many heritage institutions struggle with.



Kirschenbaum: formal & forensic materiality





”Kirschenbaum’s (2008) use of ”formal materiality” (the conceptual 
modelling of the digital document – the representation on the 
display) and ”forensic materiality” (the digital document at the bit-
level). The digitisation process produces a reproduction whose 
formal materiality is conditioned by the ontology of the computer 
hard-/software – the representation on the display – whereas the 
forensic materiality exists as sequences of binary code. The 
digitisation process consequently has to be addressed on two levels: 
a conceptual and a binary.” 

Lars Björk, KB

Kirschenbaum: formal & forensic materiality



3.





How do libraries and archives face the new DH 
challenge?  

Are they capable of handling huge amounts of 
data?  

Do the research support services meet the 
researchers’ needs?



N O











A great digitization project – but 
in 2015 research around this 
mater ia l i s not on ly about 
facilitating access –  at least some 
scholars wants to work with the 
material as data.



Peter Leonard at the Yale University 
Library – “Librarian for Digital Humanities 
Research” – suggests that there are two 
types of sense-making that libraries ”can 
apply to large digitized collections of 
cultural material, each grounded in a 
radically different perspective”: 

1.Looking for something you think is 
there. 

2.Letting the data organize itself. 

 







Regarding ”letting the data organize 
itself” topic modeling would be one 
example, which is frequently used today.  

”You shall know a word by the company 
it keeps” – topic modeling basically  
discovers statistical patterns through co-
occurrence of ”words that occur near 
each other and — with some help fine-
tuning from a human with a basic 
understanding of the corpus — it can 
produce uncannily interesting results”, to 
quote Leonard. 





Top i c mode l s a re a su i t e o f 
algorithms that uncover the hidden 
thematic structure in document 
collections. These algorithms help 
develop new ways to search, browse 
and summarize large archives of 
texts.





> problems with copyright

> problems with OCR

> problems with graphics



… problems with identifying 
the different elements on each 
newspaper page, tagging them 
with metadata and double 
checking that all information is 
correct …







If research support services at 
libraries and archives are going to 
start to try to meet DH researchers’ 
needs, digitization activities need to 
take into account that access is 
simply not enough anymore.



The single search box has been highly 
appealing as a library and archive 
strategy for discovery – but digitized 
material means that the data also 
contains inherent information that 
new tools can analyze.



Providing new applications, methods 
and tools at the library for usage  
focused on for example digitized 
material can, thus, be seen as a way 
to move beyond the "white search 
box".



A Cultural Informatics Model for Digital Humanities and Libraries – Chris Alen Sula: ”Digital Humanities and Libraries: 
A Conceptual Model” Journal of Library Administration nr. 53, 2014



A Cultural Informatics Model for Digital Humanities and Libraries – Chris Alen Sula: ”Digital Humanities and Libraries: 
A Conceptual Model” Journal of Library Administration nr. 53, 2014
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Text mining and textual resources is the 
obviuos example of doing digital 
humanities in the library or the archive – 
and there are many such projects being 
undertaken. Digitized resources such as 
images, sound and moving images are 
more difficult to work with than text …







Using digital methods and digital ethnography, the 
ambition is to observe music files’ journey through 
the digital ecosystem, streaming media culture’s 
black box, which is not normally accessible to 
traditional media researchers.  

The basic idea is that the digitization of media 
objects has changed the way in which they should be 
conceptualised, analysed and understood – from 
studying static music artefacts to an increased focus 
on dynamically active files with a kind of inherent 
information about factors such as broadband 
infrastructure, file distribution and aggregation, user 
practices, click frequency, social playlists, sharing and 
repetition.



Spotify as a challenge for music heritage institutions ….





Streaming music heritage, thus, poses numerous 
challenges from an institutional perspective. But how do 
these expected synergies between “institutions involved 
in the processes of digitization and online access to 
cultural material” (Swedish Ministry of Culture 2011) work 
out in practice? How do the politics of platforms as 
Spotify relate to the public interest in, for example, 
sustainable heritage strategies, copyright norms, long-
term preservation needs, and metadata standards?  

Instead of embracing a corporate default as best practice 
for the cultural heritage domain, this project suggests 
media historical, economical, and anthropological lines of 
inquiry. It investigates music distribution and aggregation 
services in order to assess, and shape, the impact of 
digital media on music and related forms of cultural 
heritage.





digital humanities – from 
humans to machines & 
data



Big Data Hype

Certainly, big data should be criticised – as done by Gitelman for 
example. Yet, there are also advantages, especially within certain 
disciplines and research fields. Heritage studies is one of them – and 
media studies is another.



Case: Media studies as Data studies

Almost all of contemporary media studies today is methodologically 
based on estimated media usage among varius populations – i.e 
surveys, interviews or focus groups. 
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